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Get a  P air of Warm, Warm S hoes

“In roller skates in a San Francisco rink…”
The June 21, 1937 issue of LIFE  magazine has hand-drawn advertisements for different kinds of tires that would
change your life or make traffic police love you. For oil and whiskey (“...without regrets!”), shoes and cleaning
supplies (“I didn’t know you could get ‘that look’...”), and matrimony. 
There’s a whole host of self-titled “freak weddings” in the SPEAKING OF PICTURES section. Weddings with
showers of sawdust to celebrate the man’s profession in carpentry. Weddings in LA swimming pools, the stone-faced
bride cradling her diving helmet like a fussy kid. Weddings on wheels, a professional roller-skater, big-eared and
grinning, his new wife just as smiley beside him.
LIFE  magazine knows how weddings, even the freak ones, operate. LIFE  magazine knows how predictable
wedding fads are. “The airplane wedding is, by now, definitely old-fashioned. No one, least of all a camera-man,
pays any attention to aerial weddings.” This was, no doubt, assuring to the flight-sick 30’s wealthy all while giving
the rest of America something to snicker at. However, just two decades earlier in January in 1912, pilot Dick Ferris
told the Los Angeles Herald, laughing, “It is rather difficult to find a sky pilot to launch two loving hearts into the
seas of matrimony from an aeroplane.” He did not know he would be antiquated soon.
None of the weddings I went to so much as pretended to be air-bourne or floating or otherwise ungrounded. Good
thing, too; I spent my younger years fearing that I’d crash right into marriage by mistake one day on wheels,
careening into the hold of a Thomas or an Emilio or a Joseph.
 

“In diving helmets at the bottom of a Los Angeles hotel’s swimming pool…” 
In Latin, all songs blend together. The paradox of time during childhood is this: many short events feel like ages
while excruciatingly long events feel like a blip afterwards. One plastic Battleship red pin and then nothing at all.
During my years in the Austin Girls Choir I was buck toothed and narrow faced and too breathy for even the cute-
factor solos. We sang weddings. Funerals too, but I expect the younger girls like me weren’t allowed to attend
those, since none of us were ever invited to the job. It was hard enough to keep us all away from wedding food by
pinning us up by the organist; funeral comfort food would’ve been a disaster.
Good, fatty Latin was enough to chew on in the meantime. Marriages between identical couples blurred at the
beginnings and ends until they were all joined, perfect hand holding paper doll cutouts. The bridesmaids and
groomsmen all mirrored, simulating other potential weddings, promising fractals outwards.
I imagine the soon-to-be-weds themselves felt an awful lot like that LIFE  photo of the loosely cradled diving helmet,
that frowning bride. The husband in the photo is grinning and she is not, her ink hair plastered onto her forehead
from the water, her eyes darting left. I imagine that as they said their echoing vows within their helmets, they realized
halfway through that they were only talking to themselves and the pool. Sound filtered, sight filtered. Drifting.
When singing, I sometimes broke my haze of et benedictus fructus ventris to imagine my own wedding. I went to
extremes. I planned to staple more and more tulle to my dress on the day-of in order to conceal my scared-rabbit
heartbeat. To clomp down the aisle and yell get it over with! To jump into a honeymoon hotel swimming pool
afterwards, to let the chlorine wash my hair, my face, my mouth.
Granted, the weddings I sang at were never quite so objectively interesting, or horrifying. Creativity would have
defined them enough to be aggravating; breaking that paper doll spell would’ve been a real pain. But between the
walk down the aisle and the kiss—the only parts of marriage all us girls knew from movies—there was often praying.
The groom and the bride would shuffle off to the side and get to their knees, the bride looking grateful to be off her
heels, the groom tight-shouldered. Sometimes they’d flex their feet and press their toes against the ground, like
holding on. Sometimes they’d lay their feet flat and we girls up in the balcony could see their postage stamp soles,
the static of grit caught up from the church carpet, the eraser spot of gum from the parking lot out front. Well, we



could see the groom’s shoes, at least. I think puffy dresses were in style back then: everything below the waist
swallowed whole, sunk into a pool of ivory.
 

“In blocks of ice in Memphis, Tenn.”
Once at an airport, waiting to be tugged along home by my father, I overheard two women talking. 
The younger one was saying, “I just don’t know. I know I love him. But I just don’t know.”
“Then figure it out,” the older said.
“I think I’ve got cold feet.” The younger one was ducking her head like a skittish dog, shying away from the very
concept of hesitancy.
“Jesus.” The older one shook her head, and I wanted to mimic her, I wanted to express my shared knowledge of
horror movie weddings despite my age. Getting cold feet, when being given from a man to a man, made sense. “Then
get a pair of warm shoes.”
 

“In a cemetery in Oakland, Calif.”
The one wedding I didn’t sing at was for my Aunt Dee. When she was younger she nearly married a fellow student
at San Francisco State who was fluent in Japanese and sweet to her but she pivoted instead to marry a cop. 
Her father—my grandpa—had died from lung cancer a few years before, so I, little and dramatic, had thought the
wedding was going to be held in a cemetery, to honor him, to let the spirit of him give her away. That brand of horror
surrounding weddings felt natural to me. Besides, I thought cemeteries were the most beautiful places on earth. The
flowers always changed. Whenever I passed one I’d pretend to hold my breath like superstition demands but would
secretly breathe in all the leftover ghosts so they’d have a place to live. Instead, the wedding was outdoors—but
sterile. Without gravestones. Hypothetically, this was a meaningful place to them; anyplace in California would have
been.
The ceremony itself felt like decorative Seran Wrap, clinging discomfort colored some pretty shade. I was one of
two flower girls and didn’t know the other and thought she had a prettier dress than me. To compensate, I practiced
throwing the flower petals the way my dad taught me to throw baseballs until I was politely informed to knock it off.
I was also politely informed to note that we were both wearing the exact same white dress, just in different sizes.
Images of Dee in miniature.
After dinner I wandered from table to table to dig my fingers into the uneaten lumps of butter on rose dishes, to pop
them into my mouth so they’d melt on my tongue. More ghosts, yum, yum. The photographer took a great black-
and-white picture from the event: my dad at his baby sister’s wedding, leaning down to talk to baby me, slow and
patient. He looks very polished and young and I look very pretty and twice my little age. He was saying, Stop
eating all the butterballs. Aunt Dee’s gonna scream. 
She did, actually, multiple times throughout the night. Clear and piercing, saying “look how fun.” We all know the
exact timbre. Screaming while the cake was cut, screaming in a conga line, screaming after the kiss and turning away
to wave at someone in the back of the crowd, one arm raised high like James Bond escaping via helicopter rope
ladder.
 

“In a whale’s mouth at Long Beach, Calif.”
This photo of a matrimonial kiss was shot close. The groom and the bride, kneeling, turned to one another. The
priest, kneeling also, heels of his shoes clean as tongue. Curtains of baleen framing the smiling couple, the gaping jaw
of the stuffed whale’s head grinning too. Bad acoustics. No choir possible. A dead gaping maw about to swallow
them whole but, in the moment, what pretty drapings.

“In a cave near Grant’s Pass, Ore.”
Mostly, the best weddings were publicity stunts. The one with the LA pool was self explanatory—good enough for a
wedding, good enough to swim in—but the rest get obscure. Women with rolled hair and prim lips dressed in animal
skins. Men with clean-shaven faces and scantier animal skins. The priest, not in animal skins, hovering near a
stalagmite and smiling thinly at his bible the way one would smile at the sole friend at a themed party. The objective,
of course: “The couple lent themselves to this odd procedure to bring publicity to Oregon Caves and Grant’s Pass.” 
Airplane weddings are history but imprecise history is not. Do Adam and Eve next. Do Genesis. Do the one where
the groom’s smiling, or awkward, or missing maybe, or where the bride’s looking off to the side or forgetting if she
left the tap on or not.
I could never figure out what aunt Dee’s wedding was advertising. Happiness, maybe. The strain of her wide eyes
throughout the ceremony certainly gave a sense of working hard at being joyous. Or maybe the wedding was
bragging about bringing together a family that would much prefer to slouch around in their animal skins at home. 
In the weddings I sang in, the motive was easier to describe. There is an unforgiving comfort in doing things the way
they always have been done, in wearing the dress and its variations of white, in hiding the grimy shoes under silk. My



fear of matrimony as a child was not of the ceremony, or concept, or the sacred commitment of. I just couldn’t
imagine playing pretend in front of a whole crowd.
I was fifteen and a half years old by the time I fully came to the world-upending realization that marriage did not
have to mean with a man, and that ceremony did not have to mean my stomach falling out through my feet. I had
always thought the shoes were there to catch it and the dress was there to hide the embarrassing little miscarriage.
That was what these things were for, the armor of finery, best silks or diving suits or animal skins. The screaming.
I don’t sing Latin anymore, and I don’t imagine my own wedding with as many grotesque trappings as I did as a kid.
I fantasize about eloping. About sparing ourselves the stress, the marked-up prices, the debt. Instead: me and a
woman I love, picking up a cake from whichever bakery we wish and spending the afternoon in the sun.


